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As	  we	  thank	  all	  those	  who	  responded	  with	  such	  interest-‐	  to	  the	  first	  edition-‐	  of	  my	  book,	  it	  is	  
appropriate	  here	  to	  add-‐	  several	  key	  relationships	  which	  we	  have	  discovered	  in	  the	  meantime.	  
These	  further	  and	  in	  my	  view-‐	  undeniably	  prove	  my	  central	  thesis.	  That	  Golden	  Ratio	  (Phase	  
Conjugate	  /	  Fractal)	  exact	  exponents	  of	  Planck	  Length	  &	  Time-‐	  predict	  the	  origin	  of	  all	  centripetal	  
forces-‐	  especially	  gravity,	  life	  force,	  perception,	  color,	  and	  all	  biologic	  negentropy.	  

That	  new	  equation	  I	  discovered	  simply	  says	  that	  all	  centripetal	  and	  negentropic	  forces	  have	  to	  be	  
swallowed	  down	  the	  ‘black	  hole’	  of	  planck	  distance-‐	  by	  golden	  ratio	  phase	  conjugation…	  ‘	  like	  pine	  
cones	  kissing	  noses’.	  	  

This	  means	  that	  all	  of	  the	  wave	  phenomenon	  –	  identified	  as	  fitting	  my	  equation-‐	  are	  part	  of	  
NEGENTROPY	  –	  SELF	  ORGANIZATION-‐	  specifically	  to	  the	  extent	  they	  are	  (FRACTALLY)	  EMBEDDED	  
in	  PHASE	  CONJUGATE	  IMPLOSIVE	  CHARGE	  COLLAPSE.	  

This	  also	  means	  that	  all	  these	  and	  many	  more	  wave	  systems	  can	  be	  made	  MORE	  NEGENTROPIC-‐	  by	  
simply	  more	  accurately	  tuning	  them	  to	  my	  new	  equation.	  The	  undeniable	  proof	  of	  this	  is	  the	  
successful	  regenerative	  PLASMA	  field	  of	  my	  new	  THERAPHI.NET	  	  (PRIORE-‐re-‐invented)	  
rejuvenation	  field	  invention.	  It	  is	  entirely	  built	  on	  my	  new	  equation	  from	  low	  frequency	  to	  high.	  	  

We	  originally	  showed	  that	  new	  equation	  of	  mine	  predicted:	  

-‐hydrogen	  radii	  

-‐photosynethesis	  frequencies	  

-‐duration	  Earth	  and	  Venus	  year	  

-‐brainwave	  EEG	  harmonics	  of	  peak	  perception	  /	  bliss	  

-‐Schumann	  Resonance	  harmonics	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  and	  more.	  

Here	  we	  present	  the	  further	  evidence-‐	  which	  I	  have	  now	  added	  (graphics	  for	  these	  below):	  

	  that	  equation	  predicts:	  

-‐ the	  HRV	  principle	  harmonics	  of	  key	  lo	  frequencies	  
-‐ the	  MAYER	  wave	  (.1	  hz)-‐	  key	  blood	  pressure	  physiologic	  key	  	  
-‐ the	  key	  wavelength	  of	  ADP	  vs	  ATP-‐	  the	  essential	  bond-‐length	  wave	  distance	  of	  cellular	  

metabolism	  ‘mito-‐genic	  radiation’	  –	  so	  called	  ‘DNA	  radio’.	  
-‐ The	  actual	  measureable	  velocities	  faster	  than	  light	  emitted	  by	  gravity/	  black	  holes	  (	  Speed	  of	  

Light	  x	  integer	  exponents	  of	  Golden	  Ratio).	  
-‐ That	  micro-‐gravity	  will	  increase	  when	  masses	  are	  arranged	  at	  golden	  ratio	  spacing	  –	  as	  is	  

known	  to	  be	  the	  case-‐	  where	  the	  masses	  of	  the	  universe	  are	  proven	  to	  be	  arranged	  
dominantly	  in	  a	  (golden	  ratio)	  pent	  dodecahedron.	  This	  would	  account	  for	  why	  there	  is	  more	  
gravity	  in	  the	  universe	  than	  is	  called	  for	  by	  it’s	  known	  mass.	  Thus-‐	  my	  theory	  would	  
eliminate	  the	  need	  for	  the	  specious	  and	  un-‐proven	  hypothesis	  of	  the	  existence	  of	  ‘dark	  
matter’.	  

We	  have	  commercial	  proof-‐	  at	  	  	  	  	  www.BioactiveField.com	  

that	  these	  field	  effect	  tunings	  ARE	  more	  bioactive.	  



= Dan Winter's Compelling new Book- A Scientific Tour de Force- from Implosion Group Publishing..           
www.fractalfield.com 
Fractal Conjugate Space & Time:Cause of Gravity, Negentropy and Perception. 
Conjuring Life- The Fractal Shape of TIME: Geometric Origins of Biologic Negentropy. 
The MOST audacious hypothesis since the dawn of science!  Winter presents overwhelming hard 
evidence- fractal conjugate (golden ratio) wave mechanics is the CAUSE of gravity, life force, perception, 
and spiritual immortality.  
A complete tour-de-force- with astounding implications for virtually every branch of science:  
using Winter's accurate new equation the frequency recipe: most EVERY wave system can be tuned to 
emerge from chaos! 
- The Schumann Earth harmonics - (Winter PROVED- are a phase conjugate pump wave) 
- can be tweaked to bring climate and atmosphere OUT of chaos.  
The SAME frequency recipe from Winter's equation can PRODUCE simple charge environments to 
RESTORE human attention.  
 
THE GENERALIZED WAY OUT OF CHAOS- in- to the pure principle of sustainability- THAT is what 
the origin of NEGENTROPY is.  
Complete physics of non-linear propulsion: impulse vs warp gravity field projection explained in detail.  
We have the pure physics of alchemy now that the PRECISE wave geometry of non-destructive collapse is 
defined.  
Precise physics of fusion energy- now that the wave mechanics of charge fusion is precisely defined 
(hint: if you know HOW to make a phase conjugate longitudinal pump wave- the brain does it- called ' 
flame in the mind' 
-but instead - in the microwave, this is the absolute holy grail of plasma containment for fusion solution. ) 
Dan Winter’s new book presents the most compelling and systematic scientific evidence to date – that 
fractality in space and time is the specific mechanism and cause of gravity, biologic negentropy, life 
force, perception, and human bliss. Although several hugely famous authors have already presented their 
books on fractality in time- by comparison – this book shows they were functionally clueless about the 
physics. Winter quotes many scientists who have already speculated that fractality is the cause of gravity- 
BUT Winter is the first to very specifically define the frequency, geometry, and wave mechanic 
optimization of that gravity causing fractality. Winter’s work (with his mathematics team- including 
Martin Jones)- was the first to prove the wave equations showing golden ratio solves the problem of max 
constructive interference, compression, and phase conjugation. SO phase conjugation – well known and 
proven in optics for time reversal, self organization and negentropy- now becomes a candidate for proving 
negentropy in general (many physicists agree that the gravity is itself negetropic / self  organizing). 
Originally- just Dan’s theory – that golden ratio phase conjugate multiples of planck length and time – the 
universal key signature of the vacuum- would optimize negentropy. Winter has now gone on to prove it. 
He was famous for proving that hydrogen radii are exact golden ratio phase conjugate multiples of Planck. 
In his new book Winter has assembled with equation graphics results overwhelming further evidence- 
that golden ratio exact multiples of planck predict: * photosynthesis frequencies, * schumann resonance 
frequencies, * brainwave frequencies causing peak perception/ bliss, *(new) table showing the sacral 



cranial tidal frequencies are phase conjugate , * new table showing the ear ringing ‘sound current’ 
frequencies heard by meditators are phase conjugate !, *almost exact duration of Earth AND Venus 
orbital years,  - the list goes on. These are all the structures which produce life and negentropy! They fit 
the pattern far too well- for this to be arbitrary. 
Everyone agrees that fractality is infinite compression. Fractal mathematics teaches the mathematics of 
infinite compression but until Winter- no one knew what a fractal FIELD was. Golden Ratio is 
unquestionably self-similarity optimized- as precisely is fractality. Einstein argued that gravity was infinite 
charge compression- but never learned what a fractal was. Winter now presents overwhelming evidence 
that golden ratio phase conjugation IS fractality incarnate in all wave mechanics. IF Winter is right with 
his exact frequency signatures for fractality in space and time- he clearly presents how to repair all wave 
systems to emerge from chaos- fixing environments for peak perception, amplifying the Schumann phase 
conjugate pump wave so Gaia climate emerges from chaos- are just the beginning. Fractality in time is 
now quantized.... predictable- you can set your calendar. Synchronicity is nothing more than the charge 
coupling produced by conjugate embedding – in the (fractal) charge rotation intervals- called time. How 
to emerge from chaos- starts with knowing why objects fall to the ground- now for the first time both 
questions are answered- in pure fractal highly accurate wave mechanics: HOW negentropy originates!  
 
	  

So-‐	  we	  present	  the	  new	  additional	  graphics	  here	  which	  substantiate	  my	  original	  book	  hypothesis.	  



	  



	  

	  



	  

	  

	  

	  

	  



Below	  particularly	  note	  the	  addition	  of	  the	  HRV	  	  LF/HF	  and	  MAYER	  WAVE	  frequencies	  to	  fit	  
my	  new	  equation:	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  



Also	  new	  from	  Dan	  Winter:	  Proving	  that	  the	  key	  energy	  store	  and	  retrieve	  mechanism	  -‐	  
ATP/ADP	  of	  ALL	  CELL	  METABOLISM-‐	  	  
Is	  ALSO	  A	  NEGENTROPIC	  PHASE	  CONJUGATE	  PUMP	  WAVE-‐	  directly-‐	  to	  Planck/and	  Hydrogen	  
dimension!	  

	  

	  

	  



	  

First	  more	  	  graphic	  detail	  on	  my	  new	  hydrogen	  equation-‐	  	  



	  

(Dan	  Winter's	  new	  equation	  for	  3	  significant	  hydrogen	  radii	  -‐	  planck	  length	  *	  integer	  exponents	  golden	  
ratio-‐	  goldenmean.info/goldenproof	  -‐beautifully	  complements	  extensive	  work	  by	  Heyrovska	  et	  al	  -‐	  on	  
golden	  ratio	  wave	  mechanics	  in	  hydrogen	  structure-‐	  see	  link	  above.	  	  
Dan	  Winter	  &	  Martin	  Jones-‐	  new	  proof	  with	  wave	  equations-‐	  that	  golden	  ratio	  is	  the	  solution	  to	  
constructive	  wave	  interference,	  
therefore	  charge	  compression,	  therefore	  phase	  conjugation:	  .fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion	  as	  
published)	  



	  

Above	  –	  at	  link	  (	  fractalfield.com/conjugategravity	  )	  –	  Mark	  provides	  a	  google	  calculator	  
algorhythmn	  to	  confirm	  the	  accuracy	  of	  my	  equation.	  

(below) - Advanced engineer and physics team Mark Rohrbaugh- with his amazing partner Lyz 
Starwalker- have derived a completely revolutionary new equation- for the first time proving the 
geometry of the mass relationship of the proton to the electron to Planck.    In the process - using 

Nassim's proton math- he has proved Nassim's golden ratio mathematics correct- AND in the 
process- absolutely providing the equation based physics  

to prove Dan Winter's FRACTAL-PHASE CONJUGATE cause of gravity / fusion - and all 
negentropy! 

What Mark & Lyz prove (below) by their new equation for the (phase conjugate) 
geometric ratio of proton to electron mass 

- is that the reason proton's exist is because they are embedded in a phase conjugate arc from the 
electron! .. also proving Dan Winter's phase conjugate model of gravity. 

If now for the first time- the phase conjugate charge arc- (THE GRAVITY) which (fractally) 
EMBEDS the proton within the electron - is now proven- Dan Winter's fractal conjugate cause of 

gravity cannot be refuted. In the case of hydrogen- Dan Winter's new equation has proved that 



spacing of electron shells-to the Planck center- is precisely integer golden ratio exponents (PHASE 
CONJUGATE..) of Planck length. 

This could relegate the idea of the Higgs Boson- and Dark Matter- to the dustbin of history. If it is well 
known that the arrangement of masses in the Universe- is fractal / dodeca (see the cover of New Scientist 
and Scientific American Magazines-below)- AND the new theory from Dan Winter - that (dodeca/golden 
ratio ) charge fractality/phase conjugation- causes gravity- THEN it is strongly suggested that the extra 
gravity physicists use as the only excuse to imagine the totally un-proven idea of dark matter- could well 
now be explained by the new FRACTAL THEORY OF GRAVITY- from Winter. 

The following 3 images – providing correlating evidence to Dan Winter’s phase conjugate model of 
gravity are from the work of Mark Rohrbaugh:  

 



 



 



 



Above graphic- on Planck Time x Golden Ratio is based on the work of Dan Winter, graphic prepared by 
Mark Rohrbaugh. 

 

 

 

 



also for convenience - we link here - our partner- Sal Giandinoto's original papers  
in UK and at  our physics conferences ( budapest http://www.goldenmean.info/gravitycause/  
and with Nassim at http://www.goldenmean.info/budapest08/physicsoverview.html 

 



 

== 

End insert from Sal Giandinoto 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Also we reprint here a pointer to the work of EL NASCHIE – on this subject of Golden Ratio wave 
mechanics: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

And finally- since Mark Rohrbaugh self stated conclusion is that when he successfully used Nassim 
Haramein – number for the Schwartzschield PROTON (and muonic hydrogen)- to newly derive his 

equation- for Proton to Electron mass- that this is strong evidence Nassim is right. Which then 
substantiates Nassim’s placement of the PROTON more correctly on the GOLDEN RATIO 

GLOBAL SCALING LAW OF PHYSICS- (below) 

Mark's reference to Nassim Haramein- on Golden Ratio and Planck:- more evidence how Golden Ratio causes gravity: 
Exerpted here from our conference with Nassim and Elizabeth: www.goldenmean.info/budapest08/physicsoverview.html  

 



 

End exerpt from Nassim- regarding GOLDEN RATIO in global scaling wave mechanics. 

-- 

Notes on Dan Winter’s prediction about Golden Ratio multiples of the speed of light/ C: 

THE FACT THAT SPEEDS FASTER THAN LIGHT- measurements- do center very near- 1.618 golden 
ratio TIMES the speed of light: Confirms- Golden Ratio/Phase Conjugation - CAUSES gravity.. because.. 

" my theory of gravity says the (inPHIknit) charge compression producing golden ratio phase velocity 
heterodynes- going toward planck center- allows the WAY OUT for that charge (why gravity goes one 

way ) by the superluminal component - of charge accelerated by phase conjugation- to LONGITUDINAL 
(gravity ) waves- which must then necessarily be golden ratio multiples of the speed of light- note that 

famously prof. raymond chiao - concluded by measurement that faster than light velocities measure 
generally between 1.5 to 1.7 times the speed of light ( suggesting 1.618 is probably correct) : "Q&A: 
Since quantum tunnelling through light speed C- is shown to be dominant very near 1.618 GOLDEN 

RATIO times normal light speed C- this would strong evidence Dan Winter's golden ratio conjugate cause 
of gravity- theory is correct (ref prof raymond chiao): Cam McNaughton What happens at the "zero 

point", Dan; a bending back, from a boundary? Dan Winter answered: at the zero (planck) point - phase 
conjugate charge wave velocities are accelerated through the speed of light by golden ratio multiples OF 
the speed of light (one of the proofs of the theory-ref prof raymond chiao "the quantum tunnelling time, 

which was found to be between 1.5 to 1.7 times the speed of light'.- hint 1.618)- 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raymond_Chiao 
quoting...Chiao has become well known in the field of quantum optics due to several important 



experiments. Based on former experiments carried out by Günter Nimtz in 1992[1] he measured the 
quantum tunnelling time, which was found to be between 1.5 to 1.7 times the speed of light. 

( In essence Dan Winter is saying golden ratio phase conjugation IS the wave geometry of the PERFECT 
QUANTUM TUNNEL / constructive interference solved.../ EMBEDDING PERFECTED... the advanced 
thinker begins considering here then HOW golden ratio conjugation IS the only way thru death.. see the 

geometry of successful death: www.goldenmean.info/immortality 

Link to Dan Winter's article : Phase Conjugate Implosive Centripetal Negentropy Physics APPLIED TO 
DNA - and how we get a soul: www.goldenmean.info/dnamanifesto 

 

Related Dan's original film: Pupose of DNA 

End Edition TWO Supplement 

 

 

	  


